We live in a world where it is more easy than ever to connect with people on external levels
while at the same time one may say that most people are very lonely with fewer deep relationships
being built, which has led to all kinds of social problems
For example, the divorce rate has soared in recent decades in most countries of the world.
The victim of this development are the children who have to suffer through the trauma of their
beloved dad and mom separating, with deep wounds being afflicted to tender Hearts that close in
many cases for the rest of the life, not trusting anybody fully in order to hurt again so deeply
This development resulted in more and more lonely Hearts with lesser Love flowing in close
relationships, in a cold world where a large parts of the population suffer from health problems,
with heart diseases being a primary factor for premature death in most countries on our globe
It is obvious that the rising external problems are rooted in internal issues, in suffering
Hearts and therefore the healing of the soul is the only way to bring about lasting positive changes
in every area of life. Once bonds of Heart are established, Love can flow freely and bring deep
fulfilment in life so that people will not cling to external things but focus on cultivating Heart to
Heart relationships
True Love is capable of transcending all kinds of differences and to overcome any walls
which have been built in the Hearts of people in order to protect themselves. There is no other
force that can move us as deeply as Love and connect us as strongly in profound relationships as
True Love - once it is fully practiced with bonds of Heart firmly established
When Hearts are united in True Love they cannot be separated; they will continue to share
with one another on ever deeper levels, including more and more people into heartfelt bonds,
expanding realms of precious Love not only here on earth but throughout eternity
God’s ideal of creation is fulfilled when every person is born into a loving family where he or
she learns to love as a child from the example of their parents and becomes one in Heart not only
with the father and mother but also with their brothers and sisters
Based on having learned to share deep Love in the family, every man and woman reaches
maturity in Heart which enables them to become one as husband and wife as they choose to
establish a family where the bond of their conjugal Love will never decrease but only increase on
ever more profound levels of intimate sharing
Learning to love on ever higher levels is actually the greatest joy in life as loving
relationships inevitably lead to the greatest happiness which will never end as they are built on
pure True Love
The purpose of creation is the experience of the profound joy through becoming one in
Heart with our Heavenly Parent and with one another as brothers and sisters of a worldwide family
in which all members have learned to love unconditionally
There does not exist any higher ideal than the realization of God’s design in creating the
cosmos which contains all the elements necessary for us to live in happiness here on earth and in
the spiritual world
True Love is the key to the fulfilment of our most noble dreams. Let us practice it
wholeheartedly and build a world where Love flows freely among us without end uniting Hearts in
eternal bonds which will never be broken but enable us to experience ever increasing joy and
happiness

